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Manual Resistance Training by Mark Lowery

SUMMER BLUESI love to take mini vacation but my vacations include visiting other strength

coaches to learn how their organize their sessions, what exercises they utilize and

their coaching cues for each lift.  When I was home for labor day weekend, I got to

meet Elder's strength coaches and one of their mentors.  They expanded my

knowledge on manual resistance exercise.  Manual resistance is resistance

provided by the spotter instead of equipment.  Going forward we will utilize these

exercises as a change of pace and as a time safer (more on that below).  

Announcements

Wow, September flew by!  It has been a busy

month in the weight room.  The fall sports

have been coming in and working hard to

maintain strength for their post season push.  

Our winter sport lifters has been growing in

number by encouraging their teammates to

join them.  

 

The weight room hours have changed, it will

not be open on Wednesdays.  I am now

interning at University School in their

Strength and Conditioning Department.  As

many of you know, I am a volunteer at

Woodridge but I have a goal of becoming a

full time high school strength coach and this

should help me find a position.   This will also

help Woodridge's Athletes  because

University's  strength coach has been at the

pro baseball level, college level, and now he is

back at the high school level.  Everything I

learn from him will come right back to

Woodridge.  When the winter season begins I

will reevaluate what day I go to University

School to make sure I can be at Woodridge for

the in-season sports teams.  

 

Overview



MANUAL RESISTANCE

ADVANTAGES/
DISADVANTAGES 

Advantages:
1. No equipment is required
2. Form and speed can be controlled
3. Groups of individuals can be trained
simultaneously
4. The muscles can be worked maximally
with each repetition
5. The speed of the movement is
controlled

Manual resistance training is training using resistance created by a training partner, and when performed
properly, it is as effective and intense as any dumbbell, barbell or machine. For example, when working
the biceps and performing manual resistance bicep curls, the spotter stands in front the lifter with his or
her hands on the lifter’s closed hands. As the lifter raises his arms, the spotter provides an appropriate
amount of resistance to overload the lifter’s biceps, while still allowing the lifter to maintain a smooth,
slow range of motion. Once the lifter has raised his arms to the appropriate position, the spotter begins to
apply additional pressure while the lifter resists the downward pressure. As the lifter fatigues, the spotter
applies less pressure until muscular fatigue occurs.  This type of training can be used with virtually any
exercise/muscle group.

GUIDELINES
Guidelines for Manual Resistance Exercise
1. Perform 12 reps or continue exercise for 60 to
70 seconds
2. Only one set is necessary if you exert a
maximal effort
3. Allow four seconds during the negative phase   
 ( the spotter is forcing the opposite motion)
4. Perform positive phase in a smooth and
controlled manner (spotter is allowing the motion)
5. Maintain constant communication
between lifter and spotter

Disadvantages:
1. Two people are necessary to perform
manual resistance exercises
2. Lifter must learn proper performance of
each exercise
3. Partner must learn proper spotting
techniques


